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Abstract: Accurate prediction of energy consumption is an important basis for policymakers to 7 

formulate and improve energy policies and measures. In this paper, a new grey prediction model 8 

FDGM(1,1, t
 ) is proposed. The grey wolf optimizer (GWO) is used to optimize the fractional-order 9 

r  and the time power   in the model. A numerical example and four sets of solar energy 10 

consumption data (France, South Korea, OECD, and Asia Pacific region) are used to establish the 11 

FDGM(1,1, t
 ) model. Based on the idea of metabolism, the solar energy consumption of the above 12 

four economies in the next 10 years is predicted. The results show that the FDGM(1,1, t
 ) model is 13 

more reliable and effective than the other seven grey models. From 2020 to 2029, the solar energy 14 

consumption in South Korea, the OECD, and the Asia Pacific region will gradually increase; the solar 15 

energy consumption in France will slowly increase in the next few years and will gradually decrease 16 

after reaching a peak in 2026. The grey prediction model FDGM(1,1, t
 ) proposed in this paper has 17 

strong adaptability and can be used not only for the prediction of solar energy consumption but also for 18 

the prediction of other energy sources. 19 

Key words: Solar energy consumption; Grey prediction; FDGM(1,1, t
 ) model; Grey wolf optimizer, 20 

Metabolism  21 

 22 

1. Introduction 23 

Since the energy crisis and environmental degradation have attracted worldwide attention, the 24 

search for new clean energy sources has become a popular topic in energy research. Solar energy is the 25 

most abundant energy resource on Earth. The energy radiated by the sun to the Earth's atmosphere is 26 

only a fraction of the total solar radiation energy, but it accounts for 173,000 TW. In other words, the 27 

energy radiated by the sun to the Earth per second is equivalent to 5 million tons of standard coal, 28 

which is more than 10,000 times the total energy consumption of the entire world (Pierce, 2016). As an 29 
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important renewable energy source, solar energy is clean, efficient, endless and relatively stable and is 30 

therefore considered to be an effective way to solve the energy crisis. Solar energy has become an 31 

emerging industry of common concern and high priority worldwide. Photovoltaic power generation 32 

technology has been widely promoted and applied in countries with abundant solar energy resources, 33 

such as Japan, France, the United Kingdom, and the United States. In addition, various countries have 34 

implemented incentive measures to promote the use of solar energy, such as electricity price subsidies 35 

and bank discount loans, which are conducive to the large-scale promotion of solar energy. 36 

According to data from the International Renewable Energy Agency, the total scale of global 37 

photovoltaic installation is increasing year by year. By the end of 2019, the global grid-connected solar 38 

energy capacity reached 580.1 GW. According to the BP Statistical Review of World Energy 2020, 39 

global solar energy consumption (SEC) increased from 0.32 EJ in 2010 to 6.45 EJ in 2019, a nearly 40 

20-fold increase in nine years. Table 1 shows the SEC of the economies of France, South Korea, the 41 

OECD and the Asia Pacific region from 2010 to 2019. From 2010 to 2019, the SEC of France, South 42 

Korea, the OECD and the Asia Pacific region increased significantly, with increases of 1697%, 1320%, 43 

1036% and 5419%, respectively. In 2019, the SEC of the OECD and Asia Pacific region accounted for 44 

53.5% and 54.4% of global SEC, respectively. Forecast of energy consumption is an essential basis for 45 

policymakers to formulate and improve energy policies and measures. Therefore, accurate prediction of 46 

SEC in developed economies, such as France, South Korea, the OECD and the Asia Pacific region, in 47 

the next 10 years will help us to understand the global trend of solar energy utilization in the future, 48 

provide data support for the formulation of sound solar energy industry development policies and have 49 

considerable significance for ensuring the sustainable development of global energy and the economy. 50 

Table 1. The SEC of four economies (Ten-trillion J) 51 

Year France South Korea OECD Asia Pacific 

2010 581.9632 761.936 30390.003 6362.6128 

2011 1938.622 935.9341 56523.838 11424.804 

2012 3723.927 1096.729 85293.399 16342.508 

2013 4364.187 1597.13 111621.07 29921.543 

2014 5417.299 2499.882 146335.58 57731.109 

2015 6613.607 3856.709 178229.88 87089.339 

2016 7387.456 4896.161 207310.32 128266.12 

2017 8246.484 6747.998 250960.95 197900.43 

2018 9232.246 8644.108 295189.4 280248.87 

2019 10455.92 10815.74 345159.32 351156.87 
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In existing research, various models are used to predict energy consumption, for example, the 52 

hybrid forecasting system (Du et al., 2018), computational intelligence technology (Meenal et al., 53 

2018), Granger causality analysis (Pinzón, 2018), NEMS model (Soroush et al., 2017), LEAP model 54 

(Dong et al., 2017), time series analysis (Zhang et al., 2018), LSTM model (Chen et al., 2019), and 55 

grey forecasting model (Zeng et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2019; Guo et al., 2020). In all the prediction 56 

models, the grey prediction model has attracted substantial attention due to its advantages of 57 

convenient use, simple modeling process and high accuracy (Wu et al., 2019). An important prediction 58 

model, the grey model was proposed by Professor Deng. The grey differential prediction model was 59 

established based on a little incomplete information to more accurately describe development laws 60 

(Deng, 1982). Professor Deng initially proposed a first-order univariate model GM(1,1) and its 61 

whitening equation (1) (1)d ( ) / d ( )x t t ax t b  , where a  is the development coefficient and b  is the 62 

grey action quantity. The accuracy of the model can be greatly improved by choosing an appropriate 63 

grey action quantity. A grey prediction model with a grey action quantity of bt  was proposed and 64 

used for the prediction of concave soil yield (Cui, 2013). Chen and Yu (2014) proposed a parameter 65 

optimization method with a grey action quantity of bt c  to predict foundation settlement. Qian et al. 66 

(2012) proposed a model with a grey action quantity of bt c
  . Luo and Wei (2017) proposed a grey 67 

model with a polynomial grey action quantity of 0 1
N

Nt t    L . The results show that the model 68 

with improved grey action quantity has good prediction accuracy. 69 

However, a grey prediction model that changes only the grey action quantity does not make full 70 

use of new information. The new information priority principle holds that new information plays a 71 

greater role in system cognition than old information. In the process of modeling, giving new 72 

information greater weight can improve the efficiency of grey modeling (Liu et al., 2010). Direct ways 73 

to introduce new information include the rolling mechanism (Zhao et al., 2016) and metabolism (Zhao 74 

et al., 2012; Ma et al., 2013). The main difference between these approaches is that when the oldest 75 

data in the sequence are deleted, the new data added by the rolling grey model are real data, while the 76 

new data added by the metabolism model are predicted data (yuan et al., 2017). Therefore, the rolling 77 

mechanism can only be used to predict one period, while a metabolic model can be used to predict 78 

multiple periods. 79 

Introducing fractional-order accumulation into the model is another important way to improve the 80 

accuracy. Wu et al. (2013) proposed a new fractional-order accumulated grey system model where the 81 

https://xueshu.baidu.com/s?wd=author%3A%28Pinz%C3%B3n%29%20&tn=SE_baiduxueshu_c1gjeupa&ie=utf-8&sc_f_para=sc_hilight%3Dperson
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whitening equation is a real number to better reflect the priority of new information in the 82 

accumulation process. Because of its excellent performance and accuracy, this approach has attracted 83 

the attention of many scholars. Mao et al. (2015) proposed a fractional-order cumulative delay model 84 

GM(1,N, ). Wu et al. (2019) first proposed the fractional-order nonlinear grey Bernoulli model 85 

FANGBM(1,1). These models greatly enrich the fractional-order models of continuous equations. 86 

However, the original FGM(1,1) model still has some shortcomings: when the model jumps directly 87 

from the differential equation to the difference equation, it produces instability and error. Xie et al. 88 

(2013) established a discrete grey prediction model of polynomial time-varying series DGM(1,1,m), 89 

provided its parameter solution, and verified that the model is superior to the quadratic polynomial 90 

regression model and grey Verhulst model through examples. Xia et al. (2014) proposed a seasonal 91 

discrete grey prediction model. Gao (2015) proposed a discrete fractional-order accumulation model 92 

FAGM(1,1,D) to predict China's carbon emissions, and the results were better than those of the 93 

GM(1,1), DGM(1,1), FAGM(1,1) models. Liu et al. (2016) proposed a fractional-order inverse model 94 

RDGM(1,1). Yu (2019) proposed an adaptive variable weight cumulative optimization model 95 

DGM(1,1) that has higher simulation accuracy and prediction accuracy than the traditional model. Luo 96 

et al. (2020) introduced a trigonometric function into a discrete grey prediction model and proposed a 97 

discrete grey model with a time periodic term that is suitable for composite series data with periodicity 98 

and trends. 99 

Grey prediction models are widely used in energy consumption prediction. Wu et al. (2015) 100 

proposed a grey prediction model that combined the new information priority principle with cumulative 101 

generation to predict China's natural gas consumption. An optimized fractional-order grey model was 102 

improved by considering error feedback to predict per capita power generation. The fractional 103 

derivative can provide greater degrees of freedom and a better modeling effect. Tsai (2016) used the 104 

improved NGBM(1,1) and linear regression model to predict the growth trend of China's renewable 105 

energy consumption. Compared to many prediction models, the improved NGBM(1,1)
 
model has high 106 

prediction ability. Xu et al. (2017) proposed a new grey model IRGM(1,1) with an optimal time 107 

response function. To address the unknown variables in the time response function (TRF), a nonlinear 108 

optimization method based on particle swarm optimization was constructed to obtain the optimal value 109 

and predict China's power consumption. Huang et al. (2019) combined a modified state transition 110 

algorithm (MSTA) with Gaussian process regression (GPR) and proposed the MSTA-GPR model to 111 
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predict the consumption of renewable energy. Wu et al. (2019) proposed a nonlinear grey Bernoulli 112 

model FANGBM(1,1) based on fractional-order accumulation to predict China's renewable energy 113 

consumption. Ye et al. (2019) used the optimized discrete grey model DGM (1,1) and established a 114 

new energy consumption prediction model. Xie et al. (2020) proposed a reverse accumulation 115 

fractional grey prediction model and applied it to the power consumption prediction of Beijing, Fujian 116 

and Shandong. Wang et al. (2020) used a GM(1,1) model based on dynamic seasonal adjustment 117 

factors to forecast SEC in the industrial sector. Şahin (2020) used the optimized fractional nonlinear 118 

grey Bernoulli model to predict the future energy consumption of France, Germany, Italy, Spain, 119 

Turkey and the United Kingdom. 120 

The above research has greatly promoted the development and application of grey models. 121 

However, the improved GM(1,1) model group is suitable only for the fitting and prediction of series 122 

data with the accumulated rule; it cannot reflect the priority of new information and is rarely used for 123 

the prediction of SEC. Therefore, a new fractional-order DGM(1,1, t
 ) model, called the FDGM(1,1,124 

t
 ) model, is established by introducing the fractional-order accumulation operator. The model 125 

overcomes the defects of the traditional grey prediction model and obtains the optimal parameters via 126 

the GWO algorithm. This paper also introduces the idea of metabolism and applies the model to 127 

Forecast SEC in France, South Korea, the OECD and the Asia Pacific region. The empirical results 128 

show that the new model outperforms the GM(1,1), GM(1,1 2
t ) (Qian et al., 2012), FGM(1,1) (Wu et 129 

al., 2013), DGM(1,1) (Xie and Liu, 2009), TDPGM(1,1) (Ma and Liu, 2017), NGM(1,1,k) (Cui et al., 130 

2009), ARGM(1,1) (Wu et al., 2015) models. 131 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The second section introduces the basic theory of 132 

fractional-order accumulation generation and the basic knowledge of the FDGM(1,1, t
 ) model, 133 

including the modeling mechanism, model characteristics and solution method, and describes the 134 

process of using the grey wolf optimizer to solve the model and the error measurement. In the third 135 

section, the feasibility and effectiveness of the model are verified by numerical examples and cases. 136 

The fourth section forecasts the SEC of France, South Korea, the OECD and the Asia Pacific region in 137 

the next ten years. Finally, the fifth section concludes the paper. 138 

 139 

2. Methodology 140 

2.1 The basic theory of fractional-order accumulation 141 
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The definitions of the fractional-order accumulation operator and subtract operator are as follows: 142 

Definition 1: Given an original nonnegative sequence (0) (0) (0) (0){ (1), (2), , ( )},X x x x n r R
 L , 143 

its r -th order accumulation sequence is (FOA) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ (1), (2), , ( )}r r r r
xX x x n  , where 144 

( ) (0)

1

(0)

(0)

(0)

Γ( )
( ) ( ), 1, 2, ,

Γ( 1)Γ( )

(1)
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 (1) 145 

When 1r  , the fractional-order accumulation operator is the first-order accumulation operator 146 

(1-AGO), and (1) (0)

1

( ) ( )
k

i

x k x i



 . 147 

Definition 2: Given an original nonnegative sequence  (0) (0) (0) (0)(1), (2), , ( )X x x x n L , r R
 , 148 

its reverse-order accumulation sequence (IFOA) is  ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )(1), (2), , ( )r r r r
X x x x n

    L , where 149 

1
( ) (0)

0

(0)

1 (0)

(0)

Γ( 1)
( ) ( 1) ( ), 1, 2, ,

Γ( 1)Γ( 1)

( )

Γ( 1) Γ( 1) ( 1) Γ( 1) ( 1)
[ , , , ]
Γ( 1)Γ(1) Γ( )Γ(2) Γ( )Γ( 2)

(1)
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L
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r i

i

k

r
x k x k i k n

i r i

x k

r r r x k

r r k r k
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 (2) 150 

When 1r  , IFOA is a first-order differential, also known as the first-order reverse accumulation 151 

operation (1- IFOA), and ( 1) (0) (0)( ) ( ) ( 1)x k x k x k
    . 152 

Definition 3: Assume that  (0) (0) (0) (0)(1), (2), , ( )X x x x n L , r R
  is an original sequence, the  153 

thr 
 

order accumulation operator is  ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )(1), (2), , ( )r r r r
X x x x n L , and the thr   order 154 

inverse accumulation operator is  ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )(1), (2), , ( )r r r r
X x x x n

    L ; then, they have the following 155 

relations:  156 

(0) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )  r r r r
X X X   (3) 157 

2.2 FDGM(1,1, t
 ) model 158 

Suppose ( ) ( )r
x t  is defined by Definition 1; then, the expression of the FDGM(1,1, t

 ) model is 159 
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( ) ( )( ) ( 1) , 2,3, ,     Lr r
x t ax t bt c t n   (4) 160 

It can be seen from the expression of the model that when the parameters ,r   change, the model 161 

is transformed into other models. 162 

Scenario 1: 1, 0r    163 

When 1, 0r   , the FDGM(1,1, t
 ) model can be converted to the DGM(1,1) model. 164 

Assume there are ,Y B  as described in Section 2.2 , and that   1
]ˆ,ˆ[ , ˆ T T T

a b c B B B Y


  165 

The time response function in the DGM(1,1) model (1) (1)( ) ( 1)x t ax t b    is 166 

(1) (0)( 1) (1) 0,1,2, ,
1 1

ˆ ,
        

Lk b b
x k a x k n

a a
 (5) 167 

Additionally, the reduction value is: 168 

(0) (1) (1)ˆ )( ˆ ,ˆ1) ( 1 ( ) 1,2, ,     Lx k x k x k k n  (6) 169 

Scenario 2: 0, 0r    170 

When 0, 0r   , the FDGM(1,1, t
 ) model can be converted to the ARGM(1,1) model. 171 

Assume there are ,Y B  as described in Section 2.2 , and that   1
]ˆ,ˆ[ , ˆ T T T

a b c B B B Y


 . 172 

The time response function of the ARGM model is (0) (0)( ) ( 1)x t ax t b   . 173 

(0) (0)( 1) (1) , 0,1,2, ,
1 1

ˆ         
Lk b b

x k a x k n
a a

 (7) 174 

Given the original sequence (0) (0) (0) (0){ (1), (2), , ( )},X x x x n r R
 L , the least square 175 

criterion of the FDGM(1,1, t
 ) model can be described as the following unconstrained optimization 176 

problem. 177 

2
( ) ( )

, ,
2

min ( ) ( 1) 



     
n

r r

a b c
t

x t ax t bt c   (8) 178 

The solution of this optimization problem is   1
]ˆ,ˆ[ , ˆ T T T

a b c B B B Y


 , where 179 

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

(1) 2 1 (2)

(2) 3 1 (3)
,

( 1) 1 ( )







   
   
   

    
   
      

M M M M

r r

r r

r r

x x

x x
B Y

x n n x n

  (9) 180 
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2.3 Solution of the model 181 

According to equation (4): 182 

When 2t  , we have 183 

( ) ( )ˆ (2) (1) 2  r r
x ax b c   (10) 184 

When 3t  , we have 185 

( ) ( )ˆ (3) (2) 3  r r
x ax b c   (11) 186 

Inserting equation (10) into equation (11) yields 187 

 ( ) 2 ( ) (ˆ (3) 1) 2 3     r r
x a x a b c b c   (12) 188 

From the above calculation process, it can be concluded that 189 

2
( ) 1 ( )

0

( ) (1) ( )ˆ ˆ 






     
t

r t r i

i

x t a x a b t i c   (13) 190 

According to Definition 3, (0)ˆ ( )x t , the restored value of ( )ˆ ( )r
x t , is 191 

 ( )
(0) ( )( ) , 1,2,ˆ ˆ 3, ,


  L

r
r

x k x k n   (14) 192 

To minimize the error of the model, the optimal values of the parameters 𝑟 ,  𝛼  must be 193 

determined. 194 

(0) (0)

(0),
2

1 ( ) ( )
min ( , ) 100%

1

ˆ
( )
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x t x t
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 Lr
i t n

 (16) 196 

The above optimization problems are essentially nonlinear programming problems with equality 197 

constraints, which can be solved by intelligent optimization algorithms or heuristic algorithms. In this 198 

paper, the GWO is used to solve the problem. The following figure shows the solution process of the 199 

model. 200 
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START 

Original sequence (0) (0) (0) (0){ (1), (2), , ( )}X x x x n L  

 

With 𝑟, 𝛼 as parameters, calculate the r-AGO 

sequence ( )r
X , t

 matrices B and Y to obtain 

system parameters a, b and c 

Restore to get (0)
X̂ computing the MAPE 

Using GWO to search the optimal values ,r  minimizing 

value MAPE 

Determine optimal ,r   , calculate simulation and 

prediction values.  

END 

repeat 

 201 

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the FDGM 1,( 1, )t


 model 202 

2.4 Grey Wolf Optimizer (GWO) 203 

The GWO is a population intelligent optimization algorithm proposed by Mirjalili in 2014. 204 

Inspired by the preying activity of the grey wolf, this algorithm is an optimized search method with 205 

many advantages. 206 

Step 1: Fitness function. This paper evaluates the adaptability of each grey wolf's position 207 

(parameter) in the contemporary group and evaluates the grey wolf's position through adaptability. 208 

Moreover, MAPE is used as the fitness function to evaluate the position. 209 

Step 2: Social hierarchy. In the design of the GWO, we build the grey wolf social hierarchy model, 210 

calculate the fitness of each individual in the population, and mark the three grey wolves with the best 211 

fitness as   、 、  and the remaining grey wolves as ω. The optimization process of the GWO is 212 

guided mainly by the best three solutions (  、 、 ). 213 

Step 3: Surround the prey. Under the guidance of the three currently optimal grey wolves, the 214 

other candidate wolves update their positions randomly near their prey. As the grey wolves search for 215 

prey (the optimal parameter), they will gradually approach the prey and surround it. The mathematical 216 

model is expressed as follows: 217 

( ) ( )  
rr r r

p tD C V V t   (17) 218 
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( )( 1)   
rr r r

p tV t V A D   (18) 219 

t represents the current iteration, ( )p tV
r

represents the current position of the prey, ( )V t
r

represents 220 

the current position of the grey wolf, and D
r

 represents the distance between the grey wolf and prey. 221 

Furthermore, A
r

 and C
r

 are synergy coefficient vectors defined as: 222 

12 
r r r r
A ar w   (19) 223 

22
r r
C r   (20) 224 

In the whole iteration process, a
r

 is reduced from 2 to 0, and 1r
r

 and 2r
r

 are random vectors in 225 

[0,1]. 226 

Step 4: Optimal location update. In each iteration, the best three grey wolves in the current 227 

population and their position information are retained to update the positions of the other candidate 228 

wolves. The mathematical model is expressed as follows: 229 

1 2 3( 1)
3

 
 

r r r
r V V V

V t   (21)                   230 

Step 5: Iteration stop criterion. Steps 3 and 4 are repeated until the specified maximum number of 231 

iterations is reached. The maximum number of iterations is set to 200T  , and when t T ,the 232 

iterative update is stopped. 233 

2.5 Metabolic idea 234 

Because the grey model has some error in predicting long-term data, the introduction of 235 

metabolism can make the long-term prediction more accurate. The mechanism of metabolism is as 236 

follows: 237 

Step 1: Build a model with the original sequence and predict the data of two periods. 238 

Step 2: Delete the first two data points of the original sequence, add the predicted two periods of 239 

data, establish the model and predict the next two periods of data. 240 

Step 3: Repeat step 2 to obtain all the predicted values. 241 

2.6 Error metric 242 

This section considers several error measures widely used in the prediction model to test the 243 

effectiveness and applicability of the grey prediction model, as shown in Table 2. 244 

Table 2: Error metrics of the prediction model 245 
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Name Abbreviation Formulation 

Mean absolute percentage error MAPE 
(0) (0)

(0)
1

1 ( ) ( )
| | 100

(

ˆ
)

n

k

x k x k

n x k


  

Root mean squares percentage 

error 
RMSPE 

(0) (0)
2

(0)
1

1 ( ) ( )
( ) 100

( )

ˆn

k

x k x k

n x k


  

Mean absolute percentage error MAE 
(0) (0)

1

1
|ˆ| ( ) ( )

n

k

x k x k
n



  

Index of agreement IA 

(0) (0) 2

1

(0) (0) 2

1

( ( ) ( ))
1

(| ( ) |ˆ | ( ) |

ˆ

)

n

k

n

k

x k x k

x k x x k x








  




 

 246 

3. Validation of FDGM(1,1, t


)  247 

This section uses a number of examples to verify the accuracy of the proposed model and the 248 

GM(1,1), GM(1,1 2
t )，FGM(1,1), DGM(1,1), TDPGM(1,1), NGM(1,1,k), and ARGM(1,1) models. 249 

Numerical simulations are conducted in Section 3.1, and the raw data and grey model in Table 1 are 250 

used in Sections 3.2 to 3.5 to simulate and forecast the SEC of France, South Korea, the OECD and the 251 

Asia Pacific region. The original data of the 2010-2017 time series are used to build the prediction 252 

models, and the data of 2018-2019 are used to verify the accuracy of the prediction models. 253 

3.1 Numerical examples 254 

To study the fitting performance of the FDGM(1,1, t
 ), GM(1,1), GM(1,1 2

t ), FGM(1,1), 255 

DGM(1,1), TDPGM(1,1), NGM(1,1,k), ARGM(1,1) models, six different forms of data were fitted: 256 

rising convex, rising concave, falling convex, falling concave, strictly nonhomogeneous and nearly 257 

nonhomogeneous. The results of these models are shown in Table 3 to Table 7 and Figure 2. Because 258 

the values of the GM(1,1 2
t ) and TDPGM(1,1) models are excessive when fitting some data, the fitting 259 

effect is not good, so "Too Big" is reported instead of the actual value. Furthermore, to clearly show the 260 

prediction accuracy of each model, the upper limit of the MAPE is set to 100%, as shown in Figure 2. 261 

Table 3 to Table 7 and Figure 2 show that the fitting accuracy and prediction accuracy of the 262 

FDGM(1,1, t
 ) model proposed in this paper are higher than those of the other grey prediction models. 263 

The FDGM(1,1, t
 ) model has strong adaptability because it can adapt to different numerical 264 

sequences by adjusting parameters   and r . 265 
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Table 3: Numerical fitting results of eight prediction models 266 

X1 GM 2GM(1,1, )t  FGM DGM TDPGM NGM ARGM FDGM 

2.60 2.60 2.60 2.60 2.60 2.60 2.60 2.60 2.60 

4.80 5.18 5.24 4.81 5.20 292520.07 4.85 4.82 4.80 

6.50 6.18 11.65 6.45 6.21 Too Big 6.51 6.47 6.50 

7.70 7.38 26.25 7.67 7.41 Too Big 7.72 7.69 7.70 

8.60 8.81 63.12 8.58 8.84 Too Big 8.59 8.60 8.60 

MAPE(%) 4.8446 Too Big 0.3825 4.8650 Too Big 0.3646 0.2612 0.0000 

 267 

Table 4: Numerical fitting results of eight prediction models 268 

X2 GM 2GM(1,1, )t  FGM DGM TDPGM NGM ARGM FDGM 

3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 

6.95 6.59 6.60 6.68 6.94 6.52 6.61 6.92 6.95 

13.74 12.71 12.73 12.93 13.72 12.55 12.71 13.69 13.74 

27.13 24.50 24.56 24.98 27.13 24.10 24.50 27.07 27.13 

53.68 47.23 47.38 48.17 53.65 46.37 47.24 53.54 53.68 

MAPE(%) 8.6016 8.3966 6.9859 0.0827 9.9050 8.5316 0.3248 0.0000 

 269 

 270 

Table 5: Numerical fitting results of eight prediction models 271 

X3 GM 2GM(1,1, )t  FGM DGM TDPGM NGM ARGM FDGM 

6.50 6.50 6.50 6.50 6.50 6.50 6.50 6.50 6.50 

5.80 6.03 40.32 5.77 6.09 5.80 5.85 5.77 5.80 

4.90 4.43 39.54 4.82 4.45 4.90 4.87 4.80 4.90 

3.80 3.26 38.40 3.57 3.25 3.80 3.61 3.53 3.80 

2.50 2.39 36.92 1.92 2.38 2.50 1.96 1.87 2.50 

MAPE(%) 11.6164 Too Big 1.2812 11.5901 0.0378 6.9886 8.7421 0.0000 

Table 6: Numerical fitting results of eight prediction models 272 

X4 GM 2GM(1,1, )t  FGM DGM TDPGM NGM ARGM FDGM 

36.50 36.50 36.50 36.50 36.50 36.50 36.50 36.50 36.50 

25.40 24.43 20.91 25.12 24.52 24.99 25.02 25.20 25.40 

19.50 20.67 14.88 20.06 20.71 19.25 19.40 19.74 19.50 

16.60 17.49 12.07 17.34 17.49 16.44 17.02 17.10 16.60 
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16.10 14.80 11.37 15.76 14.78 15.97 16.02 15.83 16.10 

MAPE(%) 5.8165 24.5191 2.6324 5.8203 1.1743 1.2691 1.6816 0.0000 

Table 7: Numerical fitting results of eight prediction models 273 

X5 GM 2GM(1,1, )t  FGM DGM TDPGM NGM ARGM FDGM 

10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 

15.00 6.86 14.45 14.29 7.89 13.20 13.94 15.00 15.00 

30.00 17.01 36.19 25.97 20.98 23.78 25.02 30.00 30.00 

75.00 42.17 92.70 57.71 55.77 53.30 55.11 75.00 75.00 

210.00 104.52 248.42 143.98 148.24 136.02 136.92 210.00 210.00 

MAPE(%) 47.8817 16.5520 18.1573 33.1184 24.2295 21.2437 0.0000 0.0000 

Table 8: Numerical fitting results of eight prediction models 274 

X6 GM 2GM(1,1, )t  FGM DGM TDPGM NGM ARGM FDGM 

3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 

4.50 4.54 3.95 4.48 4.57 4.38 4.49 4.54 4.50 

5.80 5.72 5.91 5.78 5.76 5.60 5.77 5.79 5.80 

7.30 7.20 8.47 7.28 7.25 6.97 7.28 7.29 7.30 

9.10 9.07 12.05 9.05 9.14 8.56 9.06 9.11 9.10 

MAPE(%) 1.0098 15.6312 0.4133 0.8363 4.1226 0.4233 0.2929 0.0000 

 275 

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the fitting accuracy of eight prediction models. 276 

3.2 The SEC of France 277 

According to the data of the Statistical Review of World Energy 2020, France's energy 278 

consumption has long been at the forefront of the world. In 2019, France's total primary energy 279 
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consumption was 9.68 EJ, second in Europe, after Germany. However, France's renewable energy 280 

consumption is 0.61 EJ, ranking only fifth in Europe. Therefore, in recent years, the French 281 

government has focused on the development and application of clean energy. By 2050, wind power 282 

will account for 63%, photovoltaic 17%, hydropower 13%, geothermal and other renewable energy 7% 283 

of the French power structure. In addition, from 2010 to 2019, the growth rate of SEC in France was as 284 

high as 1697%. Therefore, this section takes France as an example to test the accuracy of the proposed 285 

model and other grey prediction models. 286 

First, we take FDGM(1,1, t
 ) as an example to describe the modeling process : 287 

The GWO algorithm is used to obtain the optimal , =2.32551.4883r   and generate 288 

( ) 581.96,2804.75,7686.78,14749.19, }1{ 24387.92,37001.8 ,52464.25,70914.39r
X   via fractional 289 

accumulation. 290 

Then, according to the  r
X , matrices Y and B  are established: 291 

581.96 5.01 1.00

2804.75 12.87 1.00

7686.78 25.12 1.00

14749.19 42.21 1.00

24387.92 64.50 1.00

37001.81 92.32 1.00

52464.25 125.93 1.00

B

 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 

2804.75

7686.78

14749.19

24387.92

37001.81

52464.25

70914.39

Y

 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 

 292 

The parameter 


 
is calculated by the least squares method. 293 

1( ) [ 0.3843,728.3798, 620.3331]T T
B B B Y


     294 

According to the parameter 


, the prediction model is as follows. 295 

( 1.4883) ( 1.4883) 2.3255( ) 0.3843 ( 1) 728.3798 620.3331     x t x t t  (22) 296 

Then, the prediction sequence can be obtained via the fractional subtraction in Definition 3. 297 

 0

581.96,1940.84,3708.45,4364.46,5519.92,6448.43,7427.65,8355{ }.29x


  298 

By adopting the same modeling method for GM(1,1), GM(1,1 2
t ), FGM(1,1), DGM(1,1), 299 

TDPGM(1,1), NGM(1,1,k) and ARGM(1,1), the following prediction models are obtained. 300 

GM(1,1) model： 301 
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(1)
(1)d ( )

0.18 ( ) 2620.87
d

 
x t

x t
t

  (23) 302 

GM(1,1 2
t ) model： 303 

(1)
(1) 2d ( )

2.6898 ( ) 1364.89 3660.56
d

   
x t

x t t
t

 (24) 304 

FGM(1,1) model： 305 

(0.0014)
(0.0014)d ( )

0.0994 ( ) 1579.31
d

 
x t

x t
t

  (25) 306 

DGM(1,1) model： 307 

(1) (1)( ) 1.1964 ( 1) 2897.45  x t x t   (26) 308 

TDPGM(1,1) model： 309 

(1)
(1) 2

1 1

( )
2.5244 ( ) 110.5479 598.32473562.62

 

 
 

    
t t

dx t
x t

dt
 (27) 310 

NGM(1,1,k) model： 311 

(1)
(1)d ( )

0.0892 ( ) 1504.02 13.7794
d

  
x t

x t t
t

  (28) 312 

ARGM(1,1) model： 313 

(0) (0)( ) 0.8968 ( 1) 1537.67  x t x t   (29) 314 

According to equations (22) to (29), the prediction results of the models are shown in Figure 3 and 315 

Table 9, and the error metrics of each model are shown in Figure 4 and Table 10. The estimated value 316 

of the GM(1,1), GM(1,1 2
t ), DGM(1,1) model is significantly higher than the actual value, the 317 

estimated value of the FGM(1,1), TDPGM(1,1), NGM(1,1,k), ARGM(1,1) model is significantly lower 318 

than the actual value, and the predicted value of the model FDGM(1,1, t
 ) is the closest to the actual 319 

value. On the basis of the prediction value and fitting value, the four error metrics of the FDGM(1,1, t
 )

 
320 

model are the best among the eight prediction models. Moreover, the FDGM(1,1, t
 )

 
model is more 321 

precise than the other grey prediction models in predicting SEC in France. 322 
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 323 
Figure 3: Results of SEC of France 324 

 325 

 326 
Figure 4: Error metrics of SEC of France 327 

Table 9: Fitting results and prediction results of SEC of France  328 

Year data GM 
2GM(1,1, )t  FGM DGM TDPGM NGM ARGM FDGM 

2010 581.96 581.96 581.96 581.96 581.96 581.96 581.96 581.96 581.96 

2011 1938.62 2986.27 14500.89 2028.97 3011.74 1218.09 2106.18 2059.56 1940.90 

2012 3723.93 3575.09 Too Big 3338.22 3603.21 2414.99 3365.34 3384.66 3708.48 

2013 4364.19 4280.03 Too Big 4522.83 4310.84 3331.46 4517.04 4572.99 4364.15 

2014 5417.30 5123.96 Too Big 5594.69 5157.43 4162.89 5570.45 5638.67 5519.97 
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2015 6613.61 6134.29 Too Big 6564.51 6170.28 4924.92 6533.97 6594.36 6448.83 

2016 7387.46 7343.84 Too Big 7442.02 7382.04 5618.83 7415.26 7451.41 7427.66 

2017 8246.48 8791.89 Too Big 8236.01 8831.78 6244.70 8221.35 8220.00 8354.98 

Year data GM 2GM(1,1, )t  FGM DGM TDPGM NGM ARGM FDGM 

2018 9232.25 10525.46 Too Big 8954.42 10566.23 6802.54 8958.64 8909.27 9273.96 

2019 10455.92 12600.86 Too Big 9604.45 12641.30 7292.36 9633.02 9527.39 10171.65 

 329 

Table 10: Error metrics of SEC of France  330 

Fitting GM 
2GM(1,1, )t  FGM DGM TDPGM NGM ARGM FDGM 

MAPE 11.4047 Too Big 3.3623 11.2129 27.5550 3.7839 3.6711 0.9685 

RMSPE 20.9286 Too Big 4.6912 21.3625 28.1004 5.2014 4.8173 1.3100 

MAE 377.4767 Too Big 132.3180 363.0166 1396.5301 137.8185 142.8657 61.9873 

IA 0.9841 0.0000 0.9982 0.9839 0.8675 0.9982 0.9981 0.9996 

Prediction GM 
2GM(1,1, )t  FGM DGM TDPGM NGM ARGM FDGM 

MAPE 17.2608 Too Big 5.5764 17.6750 28.2869 5.4169 6.1894 1.5853 

RMSPE 17.5648 Too Big 6.1389 17.9670 28.3554 5.9465 6.7491 1.9488 

MAE 1719.0770 Too Big 564.6535 1759.6830 2796.6347 548.2530 625.7552 162.9897 

IA 0.5182 0.0000 0.7308 0.5108 0.3187 0.7424 0.7030 0.9638 

 331 

3.3 The SEC of South Korea 332 

According to the Statistical Review of World Energy 2020, in 2019, South Korea was the world's 333 

tenth largest energy consumer and eighth largest carbon dioxide emitter. Therefore, the South Korean 334 

government is facing the dual challenges of improving energy security and reducing greenhouse gas 335 

emissions. One of the most effective solutions is to strengthen the role of renewable energy in power 336 

production. To this end, the South Korean government plans to increase investment in green energy and 337 

set a target of 20% renewable energy by 2030 to ensure that renewable energy, such as solar energy and 338 

wind energy, plays a decisive role in meeting the energy demand. Therefore, this section takes South 339 

Korea as an example to test the accuracy of the proposed model and other grey prediction models. 340 

First, we take FDGM(1,1, t
 ) as an example to describe the modeling process : 341 

The GWO algorithm is used to obtain the optimal 0.2641, =2.7608r  and generate 342 

( ) 761.94 1137.19 1471.16 2139.0 }.{ , , , 9 3301.13 5084 92 6786.94 9385.0, , , , 2r
X   via fractional 343 
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accumulation. Then, according to  r
X , matrices Y  and B  are obtained: 344 

761.94 6.78 1.00

1137.19 20.76 1.00

1471.16 45.94 1.00

2139.09 85.06 1.00

3301.13 140.71 1.00

5084.92 215.35 1.00

6786.94 311.35 1.00

B

 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 

1137.19

1471.16

2139.09

3301.13

5084.92

6786.94

9385.02

Y

 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 

 345 

The parameter 


 is calculated by the least squares method. 346 

1( ) [ 0.496,37.2,1262.8]T T
B B B Y


    347 

According to the parameter 


, the prediction model can be calculated as follows. 348 

(0.2641) (0.2641) 2.7608( ) 0.4960 ( 1) 37.2 1262.8    x t x t t  (30) 349 

Then, the prediction sequence can be obtained via the fractional subtraction in Definition 3. 350 

 0

761.94,1137.189 1471.156 2139.085 3301.125 5084.918 6786.944{ , , , , , ,938 2}5.0x


  351 

Following the same approach, the GM(1,1), GM(1,1 2
t ), FGM(1,1), DGM(1,1), TDPGM(1,1), 352 

NGM(1,1,k) and ARGM(1,1) models are obtained: 353 

GM(1,1) model： 354 

(1)
(1)d ( )

0.3343 ( ) 523.1448
d

 
x t

x t
t

  (31) 355 

GM(1,1 2
t ) model： 356 

(1)
(1) 2d ( )

0.1803 ( ) 45.9142 374.3258
d

  
x t

x t t
t

 (32) 357 

FGM(1,1) model： 358 

.
(0.9999

(0 9999)
)d ( )

0.3343 ( ) 523.1429
d

 
x t

x t
t

  (33) 359 

DGM(1,1) model： 360 

(1) (1)( ) 1.4007 ( 1) 632.8444  x t x t   (34) 361 

TDPGM(1,1) model： 362 
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(1)
(1) 2

1 1

( )
0.8804 ( ) 100.8284 1422.05146.6395

 

 
 

   
t t

dx t
x t

dt
 (35) 363 

NGM(1,1,k) model： 364 

(1)
(1)d ( )

0.2815 ( ) 165.6641 183.4949
d

  
x t

x t t
t

 (36) 365 

ARGM(1,1) model： 366 

(0) (0)( ) 1.3496 ( 1) 73.9050  x t x t   (37) 367 

According to equations (30) to (37), the prediction results of the models are shown in Fig. 5 and 368 

Table 11, and the error metrics of each model are shown in Fig. 6 and Table 12. The estimated value of 369 

the GM(1,1), FGM(1,1), DGM(1,1), NGM(1,1,k), ARGM(1,1) model is significantly higher than the 370 

actual value, the estimated value of the GM(1,1 2
t ), TDPGM(1,1), model is significantly lower than the 371 

actual value, and the predicted value of the FDGM(1,1, t
 ) model is the closest to the actual value. 372 

Similarly, according to the predicted values and fitted values, the four error metrics of the FDGM(1,1,373 

t
 ) model are the best among the eight prediction models. Moreover, the proposed FDGM(1,1, t

 ) 374 

model is more precise than the other grey prediction models in predicting SEC in South Korea. 375 

 376 
Figure 5: Results of SEC of South Korea  377 
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  378 

 379 

Figure 6: Error metrics of SEC of South Korea 380 

Table 11: Fitting results and prediction results of SEC of South Korea 381 

Year data GM 
2GM(1,1, )t  FGM DGM TDPGM NGM ARGM FDGM 

2010 761.94 761.94 761.94 761.94 761.94 761.94 761.94 761.94 761.94 

2011 935.93 923.70 675.86 917.41 938.12 853.22 742.12 1102.19 935.94 

2012 1096.73 1290.40 1009.12 1292.39 1314.00 1011.79 1174.69 1561.38 1062.29 

2013 1597.13 1802.69 1508.86 1811.68 1840.46 1561.49 1747.88 2181.09 1645.37 

2014 2499.88 2518.35 2207.94 2531.91 2577.87 2403.20 2507.39 3017.42 2543.71 

2015 3856.71 3518.13 3145.77 3532.44 3610.72 3495.82 3513.80 4146.10 3700.03 

2016 4896.16 4914.81 4369.50 4923.54 5057.39 4822.31 4847.37 5669.32 5078.23 

2017 6748.00 6865.97 5935.62 6858.45 7083.70 6375.62 6614.44 7725.01 6652.35 

Year data GM 2GM(1,1, )t  FGM DGM TDPGM NGM ARGM FDGM 

2018 8644.11 9591.73 7911.78 9550.34 9921.87 8152.80 8955.94 10499.29 8402.63 

2019 10815.74 13399.60 10378.96 13295.80 13897.18 10152.65 12058.60 14243.36 10313.50 

 382 

 383 

 384 
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Table 12: Error metrics of SEC of South Korea (%) 385 

Fitting GM 
2GM(1,1, )t  FGM DGM TDPGM NGM ARGM FDGM 

MAPE 6.2119 13.4585 6.4482 7.5780 5.5807 7.0603 22.1671 2.4448 

RMSPE 8.9445 15.1343 9.0866 10.0757 6.3054 9.6546 25.0464 2.7877 

MAE 129.3046 396.8376 131.8351 183.3864 158.1547 136.4687 538.8521 80.1312 

IA 0.9981 0.9841 0.9982 0.9973 0.9972 0.9982 0.9804 0.9994 

Prediction GM 
2GM(1,1, )t  FGM DGM TDPGM NGM ARGM FDGM 

MAPE 17.4262 6.2552 16.7069 21.6361 5.9073 7.5493 26.5764 3.7186 

RMSPE 18.5863 6.6364 17.8283 22.6958 5.9115 8.5165 27.0641 3.8319 

MAE 1765.7382 584.5548 1693.1412 2179.5985 577.2017 777.3448 2641.3983 371.8598 

IA 0.6859 0.9365 0.7000 0.6193 0.9273 0.8914 0.5634 0.9639 

 386 

3.4 The SEC of the OECD 387 

According to the data of the Statistical Review of World Energy 2020, the primary energy 388 

consumption of the OECD in 2019 was 233.43 EJ, accounting for 40% of the world’s total, and the 389 

SEC was 3.45 EJ, accounting for 53.4% of the world’s total. According to the International Energy 390 

Agency, renewable energy will provide one-third of the OECD's total power generation by 2035. 391 

OECD countries have rich experience in the development and utilization of renewable energy. 392 

Therefore, this section takes the OECD as an example to test the accuracy of the proposed model and 393 

other grey prediction models. 394 

First, we take FDGM(1,1, t
 ) as an example to describe the modeling process : 395 

The GWO algorithm is used to obtain the optimal .0.3775, = 31 8017r    and generate 396 

( ) 30390.00,67997.34,114536.14,164784.30,227593.98,294547.37,363259.69,449651{ 01}.X
   via 397 

fractional accumulation. 398 

Then, according to  r
X , the matrices Y  and B  are obtained: 399 

30390.00 0.00 1.00

67997.34 0.00 1.00

114536.14 0.00 1.00

164784.30 0.00 1.00

227593.98 0.00 1.00

294547.37 0.00 1.00

363259.69 0.00 1.00

B

 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 

67997.34

114536.14

164784.30

227593.98

294547.37

363259.69

449651.01

Y

 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 

 400 
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The parameter 


 
is calculated by the least squares method.  401 

1( ) [1.1242, ,38094.52]T T
B B B Y C


   402 

Additionally, the following is obtained based on parameter 


 403 

( 0.3775) ( 0.3775)( ) 1.1242 ( 1) 38094.52   x t x t   (38) 404 

Then, the prediction sequence is obtained via fractional subtraction (Definition 3). 405 

 0

30390.00,56523.84,85293.38,113691.17,143629.95,175955.19,211306.63,250271{ 93}.x


  406 

The GM(1,1), GM(1,1 2
t ), FGM(1,1), DGM(1,1), TDPGM(1,1), NGM(1,1,k) and ARGM(1,1) 407 

models are obtained by following the same process: 408 

GM(1,1) model： 409 

(1)
(1)d ( )

0.2126 ( ) 58579.71
d

 
x t

x t
t

  (39) 410 

GM(1,1 2
t ) model： 411 

(1)
(1) 2d ( )

1.5858 ( ) 26425.33 49060.03
d

  
x t

x t t
t

 (40) 412 

FGM(1,1) model： 413 

(0.1311)
(0.1311)d ( )

0.0873 ( ) 26166.45
d

 
x t

x t
t

  (41) 414 

DGM(1,1) model： 415 

(1) (1)( ) 1.2373 ( 1) 65751.72  x t x t   (42) 416 

TDPGM(1,1) model： 417 

(1)
(1) 2

1 1

( )
4.1169 ( ) 3087.94 19620.5997314.36

 

 
 

    
t t

dx t
x t

dt
 (43) 418 

NGM(1,1,k) model： 419 

(1)
(1)d ( )

0.0626 ( ) 22754.21 19308.6
d

  
x t

x t t
t

  (44) 420 
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ARGM(1,1) model： 421 

(0) (0)( ) 1.0696 ( 1) 23397.98  x t x t   (45) 422 

According to equations (38) to (45), the prediction results of the models are shown in Figure 7 and 423 

Table 13, and the error metrics of each model are shown in Figure 8 and Table 14. The estimated value 424 

of the GM(1,1), DGM(1,1) and TDPGM(1,1) models is significantly higher than the actual value, the 425 

estimated value of the GM(1,1 2
t ), FGM(1,1), NGM(1,1,k) and ARGM(1,1) models is significantly 426 

lower than the actual value, and the predicted value of the FDGM(1,1, t
 ) model is the closest to the 427 

actual value. Similarly, the four error metrics of the FDGM(1,1, t
 ) model are the best. The results 428 

indicate that the proposed FDGM(1,1, t
 ) model is more precise than the other grey prediction models 429 

in predicting the SEC of the OECD. 430 

 431 
Figure 7: Results of SEC of OECD  432 

 433 
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 434 
Figure 8: Error metrics of SEC of OECD  435 

Table 13: Fitting results and prediction results of SEC of OECD  436 

Year data GM 2GM(1,1, )t  FGM DGM TDPGM NGM ARGM FDGM 

2010 30390.00 30390.00 30390.00 30390.00 30390.00 30390.00 30390.00 30390.00 30390.00 

2011 56523.84 72470.45 36486.51 56523.84 72962.56 391052.73 56987.86 55903.58 56523.84 

2012 85293.40 89636.53 63839.46 83711.65 90274.87 Too Big 84149.71 83193.28 85293.40 

2013 111621.07 110868.74 95942.71 112476.17 111694.98 Too Big 113065.79 112382.74 113691.18 

2014 146335.58 137130.23 129018.71 143200.71 138197.59 Too Big 143849.39 143604.23 143629.95 

2015 178229.88 169612.28 162293.90 176208.49 170988.65 Too Big 176621.13 176999.19 175955.18 

2016 207310.32 209788.36 195609.88 211803.12 211560.25 Too Big 211509.41 212718.93 211306.62 

2017 250960.95 259480.94 228934.21 250287.83 261758.56 Too Big 248650.93 250925.30 250271.93 

Year data GM 2GM(1,1, )t  FGM DGM TDPGM NGM ARGM FDGM 

2018 295189.40 320944.21 262260.25 291976.06 323867.74 Too Big 288191.21 291791.39 293442.94 

2019 345159.32 396966.30 295586.65 337198.31 400713.98 Too Big 330285.17 335502.37 341444.43 

Table 14: Error metrics of SEC of OECD  437 

Fitting GM 
2GM(1,1, )t  FGM DGM TDPGM NGM ARGM FDGM 

MAPE 7.0992 15.6920 1.1903 7.2809 Too Big 1.2862 1.3460 1.0260 

RMSPE 11.3277 18.5761 1.4477 11.6501 Too Big 1.3522 1.6257 1.3244 

MAE 7123.2918 17735.6647 1822.7187 7417.2663 Too Big 1950.9253 1841.1954 1676.5368 

IA 0.9954 0.9807 0.9997 0.9951 0.0000 0.9997 0.9996 0.9997 

Prediction GM 
2GM(1,1, )t  FGM DGM TDPGM NGM ARGM FDGM 

MAPE 11.8672 12.7588 1.6975 12.9053 Too Big 3.3401 1.9745 0.8340 

RMSPE 12.2762 12.8591 1.8034 13.2937 Too Big 3.4779 2.1393 0.868 

MAE 38780.8948 41250.9098 5587.1769 42116.4984 Too Big 10936.1666 6527.4809 2730.6746 

IA 0.6963 0.6204 0.9840 0.6731 0.0000 0.9396 0.9766 0.9965 

  438 
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3.5 The SEC of the Asia Pacific region 439 

According to the data of the Statistical Review of World Energy 2020, the primary energy 440 

consumption in the Asia Pacific region reached 257.56 EJ in 2019, ranking first in the world, and 441 

accounting for approximately 44% of the world’s total. Furthermore, SEC reached 3.51 EJ, accounting 442 

for approximately 54.4% of the world’s total. In the Asia Pacific region, China, India, Japan and South 443 

Korea are among the top solar energy consumers in the world. Therefore, this section takes the Asia 444 

Pacific region as an example to test the accuracy of the proposed model and other grey prediction 445 

models. 446 

First, we take FDGM(1,1, t
 ) as an example to describe the modeling process : 447 

The GWO algorithm is used to obtain the optimal 0.6089, =3.2181r   and generate448 

( ) 6362.61,  15298.99,  26415.67,  48178.99, },{  91267.32,  150504.56  234754.23,  366314.41r
X   449 

via fractional accumulation. 450 

Then, according to  r
X , the matrices Y  and B  are obtained: 451 

30390.00 0.00 1.00

67997.34 0.00 1.00

114536.14 0.00 1.00

164784.30 0.00 1.00

227593.98 0.00 1.00

294547.37 0.00 1.00

363259.69 0.00 1.00

B

 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 

67997.34

114536.14

164784.30

227593.98

294547.37

363259.69

449651.01

Y

 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 

 452 

The parameter 


 is calculated by the least square method453 

1( ) [0.1048,407.1159,10844.6]T T
B B B Y


   454 

The results are calculated according to the parameter 


. 455 

(0.6089) (0.6089) 3.2181( ) 0.1048 ( 1) 407.1159 10844.61   x t x t t  (46) 456 

Then, the prediction sequence can be obtained via the fractional subtraction in Definition 3. 457 

 0

6362.61,11425.53,16342.32,30608.61,54299.09,88412.39,134129.19,192619{ 35}.x


  458 

The GM(1,1), GM(1,1 2
t ), FGM(1,1), DGM(1,1), TDPGM(1,1), NGM(1,1,k) and ARGM(1,1) 459 

models are obtained via the same process: 460 

GM(1,1) model： 461 
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(1)
(1)d ( )

0.4376 ( ) 9609.89
d

 
x t

x t
t

  (47) 462 

GM(1,1 2
t ) model： 463 

(1)
(1) 2d ( )

0.3201 ( ) 849.8617 2658.48
d

  
x t

x t t
t

 (48) 464 

FGM(1,1) model： 465 

(0.0135)
(0.0135)d ( )

0.3982 ( ) 2821.12
d

 
x t

x t
t

  (49) 466 

DGM(1,1) model： 467 

(1) (1)( ) 1.5592 ( 1) 12402.35  x t x t   (50) 468 

TDPGM(1,1) model： 469 

(1)
(1) 2

1 1

( )
0.4449 ( ) 452.269 2511.39 358.0965

 

 
 

     
t t

dx t
x t

dt
 (51) 470 

NGM(1,1,k) model： 471 

(1)
(1)d ( )

0.3767 ( ) 4691.21 2330.4
d

  
x t

x t t
t

  (52) 472 

ARGM(1,1) model： 473 

(0) (0)( ) 1.4918 ( 1) 3677.93  x t x t   (53) 474 

According to equations (46) to (53), the prediction results of the models are shown in Figure 9 and 475 

Table 15, and the error metrics of each model are shown in Figure 10 and Table 16. The estimated 476 

value of the GM(1,1), FGM(1,1), DGM(1,1) and ARGM(1,1) models is significantly higher than the 477 

actual value, the estimated value of the GM(1,1 2
t ), TDPGM(1,1) and NGM(1,1,k)

 
models is 478 

significantly lower than the actual value, and the predicted value of the FDGM(1,1, t
 )

 
model is the 479 

closest to the actual value. Similarly, the four error metrics of the FDGM(1,1, t
 )

 
model are the best. 480 

Moreover, the proposed FDGM(1,1, t
 )

 
model is more accurate than the other grey prediction models 481 

in predicting the SEC of the Asia Pacific region.
 

482 
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 483 

Figure 9: Results of SEC of Asia Pacific  484 

  485 

  486 

Figure 10: Error metrics of SEC of Asia Pacific  487 

Table 15: Fitting results and prediction results of SEC of Asia Pacific 488 

Year data GM 2GM(1,1, )t  FGM DGM TDPGM NGM ARGM FDGM 

2010 6362.61 6362.61 6362.61 6362.61 6362.61 6362.61 6362.61 6362.61 6362.61 

2011 11424.80 15548.54 7791.18 12849.70 15960.50 8591.75 8447.76 13169.44 11425.32 

2012 16342.51 24083.86 14683.85 22507.87 24886.06 17576.48 18009.36 23323.62 16342.56 
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2013 29921.54 37304.63 26180.28 36887.16 38803.04 31343.07 31945.08 38471.27 30608.63 

2014 57731.11 57782.90 44017.36 58295.41 60502.78 51441.09 52255.93 61067.98 54298.99 

2015 87089.34 89502.65 70587.30 90168.62 94337.63 80288.42 81858.31 94776.94 88412.30 

2016 128266.12 138634.89 109184.85 137622.43 147093.88 121657.74 125002.81 145062.75 134129.25 

2017 197900.43 214738.12 164347.76 208273.16 229352.89 181435.71 187884.48 220077.30 192619.71 

Year data GM 2GM(1,1, )t  FGM DGM TDPGM NGM ARGM FDGM 

2018 280248.87 332618.00 242325.84 313460.21 357613.44 268807.54 279532.44 331981.31 265008.07 

2019 351156.87 515207.71 351726.79 470066.10 557600.88 398105.24 413106.29 498915.67 352370.85 

 489 

Table 16: Error metrics of SEC of Asia Pacific  490 

Fitting GM 
2GM(1,1, )t  FGM DGM TDPGM NGM ARGM FDGM 

MAPE 18.2274 18.4273 12.9324 23.6224 9.8965 9.4451 17.9244 2.4292 

RMSPE 24.7875 19.6504 17.7879 28.6620 11.7713 11.8736 21.6558 3.1834 

MAE 6988.5320 13126.1823 5418.3571 11751.5623 5950.3686 4378.9863 9610.4945 2369.5129 

IA 0.9955 0.9793 0.9975 0.9877 0.9960 0.9983 0.9921 0.9993 

Prediction GM 
2GM(1,1, )t  FGM DGM TDPGM NGM ARGM FDGM 

MAPE 32.7020 6.8471 22.8564 43.1977 8.7261 8.9486 30.2686 2.8920 

RMSPE 35.5787 9.5692 25.3681 45.9255 9.8847 12.4758 32.4907 3.8532 

MAE 108209.9853 19246.4771 76060.2865 141904.2893 29194.8513 31332.9280 99745.6230 8227.3900 

IA 0.4882 0.9152 0.5930 0.4138 0.8870 0.8315 0.5146 0.9815 

 
491 

4. Forecasting SEC in the next ten years  492 

In this section, we build an FDGM(1,1, t
 )

 
model that includes metabolism to forecast the SEC of 493 

France, South Korea, the OECD and the Asia Pacific region in the next 10 years (2020-2029). The 494 

prediction results are shown in Table 17 and Figures 11 to 14. The SEC in South Korea, the OECD and 495 

the Asia Pacific region will gradually increase in the next decade. However, the SEC in France will rise 496 

slowly before 2026 and then begin to decline after reaching its peak in 2026. The consumption of the 497 

two major economies of the OECD and the Asia Pacific region was basically the same in 2019; 498 

however, after 2029, the distance between the two will rapidly increase, and the SEC in the Asia Pacific 499 

region will be almost twice that of the OECD. The main reason for this difference may be that the 500 

OECD is composed mainly of developed countries, and the utilization and industrial construction of 501 

solar energy are relatively mature compared to that in developing countries. The growth rate of SEC 502 
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will drop from 17.02% in 2020 to 10.17% in 2029. In addition to developed countries, the Asia Pacific 503 

region also contains some developing countries, such as China and India, which are in the stage of 504 

rapid development of the solar energy industry. Thus, the average growth rate of SEC from 2020 to 505 

2029 in the Asia Pacific region is higher than that of the OECD. 506 

Table 17: Projections for the SEC in the next ten years  507 

Year France South Korea OECD Asia Pacific 

2020 11021.05 12290.88 399569.56 457977.24 

2021 11870.71 14366.23 465727.80 582460.73 

2022 12623.53 16464.99 537515.21 725133.19 

2023 13339.38 18655.62 620250.97 889498.87 

2024 13961.34 20916.37 707607.25 1072394.28 

2025 14445.75 23258.85 801049.54 1276232.75 

2026 14727.34 25717.69 899301.70 1500219.33 

2027 14712.76 28299.23 1001691.08 1744105.23 

2028 14309.91 31033.10 1109302.40 2009671.90 

2029 13407.78 33935.32 1222123.45 2297274.45 

 508 

 509 

Figure 11: The SEC and growth rate of France in the next ten years 510 
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 511 

Figure 12: The SEC and growth rate of South Korea in the next ten years 512 

 513 

Figure 13: The SEC and growth rate of OECD in the next ten years 514 

 515 

Figure 14: The SEC and growth rate of Asia Pacific in the next ten years 516 
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5. Conclusions 517 

In this paper, the fractional accumulation operator is combined with the discrete grey prediction 518 

model, and the FDGM(1,1, t
 ) model is proposed to predict the SEC of France, South Korea, the 519 

OECD and the Asia Pacific region. The introduction of the fractional accumulation operator improves 520 

the adaptability and prediction ability of the FDGM(1,1, t
 ) model. The results of numerical 521 

simulations and SEC data fitting and forecasting of the four economies show that the FDGM(1,1, t
 ) 522 

model is more effective and accurate than the existing GM(1,1), GM(1,1, 2
t ), FGM(1,1), DGM(1,1), 523 

TDPGM(1,1), NGM(1,1,k), ARGM(1,1) models. Although the grey prediction model has high 524 

prediction accuracy, it cannot meet the demand for future data because it is not suitable for long-term 525 

prediction. Therefore, this paper establishes a model based on a metabolism mechanism to predict SEC 526 

in the next 10 years. The forecast results show that from 2020 to 2029, the SEC of South Korea, the 527 

OECD and the Asia Pacific region will gradually rise. The SEC of France will slowly rise in the next 528 

few years and then begin to decline after reaching a peak in 2026. Notably, that the grey prediction 529 

model FDGM(1,1, t
 ) proposed in this paper can be used not only for the prediction of SEC but also 530 

for the prediction of other energy sources, with strong adaptability. 531 

 532 
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